How to Pick the Right Slot
Game

Millions of casino enthusiasts enjoy playing online slots,
mainly because of their fast pace, engaging gameplay, and
unpredictability. Even though they are the most popular game
of chance, players can still control their gambling ventures
by choosing the right slot title.
If you’re just starting to explore the fantastic world of
online gambling and promotions in casino, finding the right
game might feel overwhelming, especially when faced with
thousands of online slot games.
In the following paragraphs, we’ll talk about the most
important aspects of finding the right slot.

Types of Slots
Before we get into the specifics, you should familiarise
yourself with the types of online slots available on the
market. Although three-reel slots are considered to be a
classic choice, the most popular ones are actually five-reel
video slots. These slots boast immersive graphics and
rewarding features that all players enjoy.
You’ll also come across slots with expanding reels, multiple
paylines, and progressive jackpots whose prizes can reach
millions of pounds. But, more on that later.

Pro tip — If you’re a newbie, start with the simplest ones
and build your way up as you garner more experience.

RTP and Volatility
RTP refers to the percentage of total wagered money a slot
game returns to its players over time. For instance, if you
play an online slot with an RTP of 99%, it means the casino
will keep only 1% of the wagered funds.
However, it doesn’t imply you’ll always receive 99% of your
money back. So, when looking for an online slot, you should
also pay attention to the game’s volatility. In this case,
volatility refers to the risk of losing a bet. If a game has
high volatility, it means you’re more likely to lose money.
That’s why it’s best to play online slots that combine high
RTP with low volatility — you’ll get more regular wins that
will last longer.

Bonus Rounds and Other Features
The best slots come from reputable software developers who
know how to make the game engaging and rewarding. Besides
regular symbols that produce wins, you should look out for
scatters and wilds that trigger exciting features, like bonus
rounds, free spins, and jackpots.
All of the additional features boost your chance of winning
big. So, before you start playing the game, find out what
surprises await you once you start spinning the reels.

Progressive Jackpots
We mentioned that some online slots boast progressive
jackpots, meaning their top prizes can make you a millionaire
overnight. However, it’s important to remember that the odds

of hitting the jackpot aren’t always on your side — so don’t
get carried away.
Typically, these games come with low RTP and high volatility,
which is why not many people dare to play them, especially if
they are new to the online casino adventure.

Tips on Playing Online Slots
All of the above information should be enough to help you
choose the right game. As you gain more experience, you’ll
learn that there’s much more to online slots than just hitting
the Spin button.
Look at some tips and tricks that will come in handy when
playing online slots:
Use casino bonuses — Free spins, deposit match, and no
deposit offers can boost the odds of winning.
Play games for free — If available, choose to play the
demo mode to play free and learn the ropes. Afterwards,
you can spin the reels for real money.
Know when to stop — Even if lady luck has been on your
side, learn to stop while you’re ahead.

